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Abstract: Although research and development (R&D) affects new value-added creation,
including that related to environmental aspects, there is little literature dealing with the
integration of R&D management and eco-value. Here, eco-value of technology is defined
as the advantage of environmental competitiveness in the market. This paper proposes a
framework of R&D management of eco-technology (RDMOET), consisting of: (1) future
research for sustainability; (2) making an original eco-theme portfolio and roadmap;
(3) gap analysis and implementation of new eco-themes; and (4) eco-value evaluation.
(1) and (4) are new processes compared with conventional R&D management. Through
practice at the Corporate R&D Center of Toshiba Corporation, the usefulness of the
proposed framework is verified from the viewpoint of not only technological
eco-innovation, but also that of organizational learning for environmental sustainability.
Keywords: R&D management; management of eco-technology; future research; eco-value
evaluation; organizational learning

1. Introduction
Environmental consciousness of products, services and businesses has become an increasingly
important issue for enterprise management. In recent years, the emphasis of enterprises’ environmental
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countermeasures has been shifting from a reactive to a proactive posture. For example, whereas the
former approach implies adapting products and their manufacturing processes to new environmental
regulations, the latter approach implies creation of products and services offering new value in terms
of environmental performance, namely, through eco-innovation. In order to realize environmental
consciousness of a product and its life cycle, design and post-design processes have to be managed
appropriately by a company or a group of companies (Figure 1). Many eco-design methodologies and
software tools have been developed, and some of these are utilized in industry [1-3]. After the design
phase, devices and information systems for product lifecycle monitoring and management are also
introduced step by step [4,5].
Figure 1. Product lifecycle process and scope of this paper.
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Clearly, research and development (R&D) in manufacturing companies is one of the key issues
concerning innovation. Thus, the importance of environmental considerations in R&D concerning new
elements of technology is increasing as companies seek to promote eco-innovation. However, to our
knowledge, there are very few reports dealing with the relationship between environmental pressures
and R&D management.
The objective of this paper is to propose a framework of R&D management of eco-technology
(RDMOET), which provides technical methods and a learning structure for an eco-innovative R&D
organization. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 refers to related works and
presents our approach. In Section 3, a framework of RDMOET is proposed. In Section 4, some
examples of RDMOET at the Corporate R&D Center of Toshiba Corporation are introduced. After
considering what has been learned through the practice of RDMOET, we summarize this paper.
2. Related Work and This Study’s Approach
2.1. Related Work
2.1.1. Future Research for Sustainability
Future research is one of the important bases for technology development, policy making and social
design [6]. It is not simply economic projection, sociological analysis or technological forecasting, but
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a multidisciplinary examination of change in all major areas of life to find the interacting dynamics
that are creating the next era. In the field of environmental sustainability, long-term vision and
direction play important roles, unlike in market research based on short- or medium-range estimation.
Various scenarios for accomplishing long-term environmental targets have been developed at the global
level
[7-9]. However, it is difficult to compare the various scenarios because the assumptions embedded in
them are complicated and not explicit in some cases. Since there are also cases in which a sustainable
future is envisioned without engineering rigor, the importance of articulating a clear vision
underpinned by engineering rigor, or “Visioneering” [10], has been pointed out. Sustainability science
is an academic discipline that aims to secure the sustainability of natural, social and personal systems
and the peace and prosperity that human beings tend to seek [11]. The emphasis of sustainability
science will gradually shift from issues of natural resources and the environment to how to move
toward more fundamental human development [11].
For industry, it is important to bridge between such future scenarios at the global level and
long-term R&D planning at the company level. Komiyama showed how infrastructure for conserving
energy and recycling materials can be created by 2050 [12]. Although it is a good example of a
technological target indicating the direction of technology development, selecting a path to the goal is
an issue for individual research institutes. For instance, Siemens publishes its Pictures of the Future
(PoF) periodically, in which future technologies are related to the future society [13].
2.1.2. R&D Management
Because R&D is a key factor of innovation, it is necessary to manage the R&D process to meet the
characteristics of the R&D organization and the era. To date, R&D management has evolved from the
1st to the 4th generation as follows [14]:
• The 1st generation of R&D management is summarized as the unbounded search for scientific
breakthroughs in light of researchers’ intuition. This generation prevailed until the 1960s;
• The 2nd generation of R&D management is summarized as project management. In this
management, an institution’s own technological seeds play an important role. This generation
prevailed until the mid-1980s;
• The 3rd generation of R&D management focuses on market needs-driven R&D, namely, R&D
associated with corporate strategy [15]. It uses surveys to determine existing customer needs,
and targeted technology development to create products and services to fulfill those needs.
3rd-generation R&D management emphasizes continuous innovation bounded by the wall of
experience and the wall of expectations. The latter implies staying within the boundaries of
existing products and services. The core processes are explicit customer feedback, corporate
strategy, and inventive research in technology. Technology portfolios [16] and roadmaps
attempt to extrapolate the future performance, and they constitute the product development
activities. Stage gate management is also applied [17]. The 3rd generation has prevailed since
the mid-1980s, and has been the main stream because it is easy to establish systematic
management;
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• The 4th generation of R&D management is summarized as discontinuous innovation by
co-evolution with stakeholders to overcome the two walls in the 3rd generation. One emphasis
of this generation is discovery of potential market needs. Creating the conditions for
implementation of 4th-generation R&D management requires significant changes throughout
the organization. This generation has been introduced since 2000.
Although R&D management has been evolving in this way, little research has been published on
integration of environmental sustainability into R&D management. Roome pointed out the need for not
only technical methods but also for new learning structures within organizations to transform
environmental considerations into R&D practice, but he did not refer to any concrete examples [18].
Foster and Green investigated how green issues are influencing the process of R&D through interviews
with R&D managers and other managers in British companies [19]. They found there are different
green innovation frameworks according to the information flows relating green issues. For example,
the sources of the signals are customer, regulation and corporate policy. However, it is pointed out that
researchers are not in a strong position to act on such signals in a proactive fashion.
In the National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AIST), it has been
mandatory since 2001 for all research themes submitted to AIST to be evaluated in terms of
sustainability by the researchers themselves [20]. For this purpose, metrics for determining the
sustainability of research themes are emphasized. For example, consideration of metrics of “minimal
manufacturing,” i.e., creation of maximum functionality by minimum inputs of energy and other
resources in manufacturing, is one approach to such metrics. The example of AIST suggests that each
research field might have its own metrics or evaluation pattern for sustainability.
2.1.3. Eco-Innovation and Eco-Value
Innovation is roughly categorized into process innovation or value innovation. The former is for
improving efficiency or optimizing cost, the latter is for creating new value-added or new function. For
example, in product design, eco-improvement [21] and eco-innovation [22,23] design correspond to
those categories, respectively. Stevels and Pascual defined eco-value of a product as the ratio between
the cost of ownership of a product for the user (numerator) and the environmental load of the product
over its life cycle (denominator) [24]. Although they emphasized the difference between functional
eco-efficiency and eco-value approaches, their definition of eco-value can be regarded as ecoefficiency in a broad sense [25]. The eco-value of Stevels reflects the assumption that consumers will
pay extra for greater eco-efficiency, because it is preferable from a business perspective and the
monetary rebound effect would be reduced [24]. Because R&D is a key to value innovation, eco-value
is also an important factor when attempting to take the environmental aspect of an R&D theme
into account.
2.1.4. Environmental Management and Evaluation for R&D
An operational procedure of an enterprise’s environmental management system (EMS) is defined
by ISO14001 [26]. The plan, do, check, action (PDCA) cycle in EMS is an appropriate learning
structure for an organization. The key to the PDCA learning cycle is to set adequate metrics. However,
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EMS of R&D is more difficult than that of manufacturing or office work, because adequate metrics
and an evaluation methodology for R&D themes have not been established yet. Therefore evaluation
methods for R&D themes from an environmental viewpoint need to be developed. We introduced our
first checklist for R&D themes in 1998 [27]. It dealt with the direct environmental impacts, both
positive and negative, of the use of technology. However, indirect effects of technology, such as work
efficiency improvement by the application of information and communication technology (ICT), were
not assessed explicitly.
Many quantitative environmental evaluation methods have also been developed for products. For
instance, environmental life cycle assessment (LCA) [28] and evaluation of ICT solutions [29] are
applicable to products and services. However, full LCA is difficult to apply because of the lack of
detailed product life cycle information at the R&D stage. A streamlining approach [30] is useful in
such cases. Resource supply risks have recently become a focus of attention in the context of rising
prices of base metals and rare earth metals. As an indicator for material saving, Total Material
Requirement (TMR) [31] is proposed. Estimation of chemical risks is also important. Therefore,
combining LCA and risk analysis has been discussed [32]. A toxic potential indicator (TPI) [33] is
easy to use but focuses on only hazard, whereas chemical risk has to be considered in terms of both
hazard and exposure. Although it is particularly important to systematize an evaluation methodology
using these qualitative and quantitative metrics for R&D management, no such systematized
methodology has been proposed yet.
2.2. Approach of this Study
To overcome the issues mentioned in Section 2.1, our interdisciplinary approach is based on the
following concepts:
• To regard long-term future research for sustainability based on rigorous science and
engineering as the basis of RDMOET;
• To build a learning structure by using the eco-value evaluation of R&D;
• To be consistent with the 3rd generation of R&D management for ease of introduction.
In this paper, “future research for sustainability” is defined as any exploration of what may happen
and what may be desirable in the field of sustainability. As mentioned in Subsection 2.1.1,
sustainability is a broad concept encompassing the search for balance among environmental, economic,
and societal challenges and opportunities [11]. Although the environmental aspect is the principal
focus of sustainability research, future societal and economic changes, such as sustainable
consumption, dematerialization and de-growth, are also considered in RDMOET for eco-innovation,
because innovation is achieved not only by technological breakthroughs but also by changes in the
way technology is used in society. Unfeasible future targets and scenarios devoid of engineering rigor
mislead R&D. In this paper, it is considered that feasible long-term targets and scenarios grounded in
sustainability research should be established based on rigorous science and engineering.
An essential driving force of R&D is the motivation of individual researchers, such as the desire to
apply a new principle to a new device. Many researchers are inclined to emphasize the functionality of
their R&D theme but not the risks involved. Generally, they are not motivated to evaluate their themes
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from environmental perspectives. Moreover, because researchers may not recognize their R&D
technologies are eco-technologies, the opportunity to identify application fields may be missed. They
tend to presume their work is superior to other work in the same research field; moreover, sometimes
they are dismissive of other work. Thus, it is useful to evaluate their research work objectively.
Clearly, since overmanagement or excessive interposition in research might disturb innovation,
research themes should be managed carefully. This means RDMOET should be consistent with the
existing R&D management methods, such as 3rd-generation R&D management [15], portfolio
management [16] and stage gate [17].
3. RDMOET Framework
3.1. Overall Structure of RDMOET
Figure 2 shows a framework of RDMOET consisting of four major processes that are not
necessarily executed sequentially and strictly but rather simultaneously and flexibly. Processes (a) and
(d) are unique to RDMOET, whereas methods utilized in processes (b) and (c) are similar to those of
conventional 3rd-generation R&D management. The processes are as follows:
(a) Future research for sustainability: The crucial basis of RDMOET is future research based on
rigorous science and engineering. In this process, forecasting and backcasting scenarios are
examined for a broad spectrum of energy, natural resource, social, economic, and other
environmental problems. The major outputs of the process are an R&D vision and feasible
scenarios for realizing environmental sustainability;
(b) Making an original eco-theme portfolio and roadmap: Based on the results of future research,
an original eco-theme portfolio and roadmap are made, considering the characteristics of the
company. Unlike in the case of a typical R&D portfolio and roadmap, the eco-themes have to
be consistent with long-term sustainability;
(c) Gap analysis and implementation of new eco-themes: If a gap between the eco-theme portfolio
and roadmap and the current R&D portfolio and roadmap is found, an attempt is made to
implement eco-themes in R&D activities;
(d) Eco-value evaluation of R&D themes: This process is a key to organizational learning for
eco-value innovation. Here, eco-value of technology is defined as the advantage of
environmental competitiveness in the market. In other words, eco-value is recognized by
benchmarking the target technology against competitive technologies. This evaluation result is
reflected in the existing R&D management, such as enhancement or cut-off of themes.
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Figure 2. A framework of RDMOET.
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3.2. Eco-Value Evaluation of R&D Themes
Process (d) in Figure 2 is shown in detail in Figure 3.
Figure 3. Eco-value evaluation process within RDMOET.
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The processes shown in Figure 3 are explained as follows:
(d1) Evaluation of all R&D themes using a checklist: In Step 1, a checklist approach is applied to
all R&D themes at regular intervals. A checklist should be easy for researchers to use. An
eco-value checklist of R&D themes was developed by researchers. This checklist approach is
based on benchmarking against the current best practice, and the checklist covers energy
saving, low carbon emission, material saving, reuse/recycle, chemical risk reduction, etc. The
indirect effects of the target technology are assessed for each viewpoint explicitly. The
evaluation of indirect effects is useful for enhancing the positive effects of technology;
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(d2) Quantitative evaluation of the selected themes: A target theme to be evaluated is selected
based on the result of the above-mentioned checklist. R&D management may also
strategically select evaluation themes for promotion. The first point is that an evaluation team
is organized within a laboratory and an experts group is organized to perform eco-value
evaluation of each theme. The second point is to identify a reasonable scenario for emerging
eco-technology and explore its implications based on benchmarking against the best practice
or alternative technology. Suitable evaluation metrics and system boundary are set
corresponding to characteristics of the R&D theme. For instance, power generation
technology is evaluated by energy profit ratio (EPR) or energy payback time (EPT).
Low-carbon technology is evaluated by the amount of life cycle CO2 (LCCO2) emission.
Energy-saving technology is evaluated by energy efficiency or the amount of energy
consumption. Mineral-resource-saving technology is evaluated by TMR. Chemical risk or
hazard of materials is evaluated by TPI. For ease of evaluation and reflection in R&D, the
more focused the evaluation, the more accurate the conclusion derived even though there is a
risk of lack of comprehensiveness;
(d3) Reflection of the evaluation result in R&D management: An evaluation result is reviewed and
shared among an evaluation team, R&D management, eco-technology management, and an
R&D board. When a new advantage or disadvantage of an R&D theme is found, the R&D
approach is changed as necessary.
4. Practical Examples
In this section, examples of future research for sustainability and eco-value evaluation of R&D
themes are shown, because they are new processes compared with conventional R&D management.
4.1. Future Research for Sustainability
In this subsection, an example of futures research concerning electricity demand and supply is
explained. With regard to climate change, which is the foremost global environmental issue, long-term
targets for reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions have been discussed [8]. Since GHG reduction
targets strongly depend on characteristics of countries, such as their policies and the nature of their
economies, they are not necessarily adequate for other countries’ situations. A scientific approach is
necessary. Komiyama estimated the future target for sustainable technology development in Vision
2050 based on three preconditions [12], namely:
• Developing countries are guaranteed the right to modernize;
• Vision 2050 cannot be based on unrealistic expectations of people making radical changes in
their lifestyles;
• We will still be dependent on fossil fuels in 2050.
As an estimation result, he concluded there should be three main targets of Vision 2050 as follows:
• A three-fold increase in energy use efficiency;
• A two-fold increase in use of renewable energy;
• Conversion to a system of material recycling.
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In that estimation, however, the detail of the calculation is not clarified. For example, considerations
of electrification and progress of ICT are inadequate. Moreover, the uncertainty of some important
parameters, such as installation of non-fossil fuel power and energy intensity of developing countries,
is not considered. We have tried to estimate the target values of energy-use efficiency and low-carbon
power generation for halving GHG emissions compared with the current level. The preconditions of
our estimation are as follows:
• Social and economic:
1. The estimation of population growth is assumed. Namely, the world’s population will be
9.2 billion in 2050;
2. The affluence of 70% of the world’s population will be the same as that of the current
developed countries.
• Technological:
1. The IEA Blue Map scenario is a basis for halving GHG emissions compared with the
current level;
2. Progress of electrification. Namely, all energy supply for automobiles, hot-water supply and
cooking will be electricity. The problem of water shortages in developing countries will be
solved by electric seawater desalination technology;
3. Progress and diffusion of ICT is taken into account based on the situation in Japan [34].
First, we analyzed energy consumption per capita in the countries and regions of the world, and
estimated the effect of electrification (Figure 4). In the analysis and estimation, progress of ICT [34]
and countermeasures for water stress in developing countries [35] were taken into account.
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Figure 4. Estimation of electricity consumption per capita 2050.
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In the IEA Blue Map scenario [7], it is estimated that global electricity generation will be
42,340TWh in 2050. In the Blue Map scenario, the ratio of electricity generated by non-fossil fuel in
2050 is assumed to be 70% of the total supply, whereas it was 33% in 2005. Figure 5 illustrates the
configuration of electricity generation in the Blue Map scenario.
Figure 5. Configuration of electricity generation in the Blue Map scenario [7].
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Next, the estimated electricity consumption per capita is shown in Figure 6. Here, the “2050
Sustainable Electrification” scenario is derived to satisfy the previous preconditions. This means
electricity consumption must be reduced by 60% compared with the 2050 Electrification BAU
scenario for GHG stabilization. In other words, a two-and-a-half-fold increase in the efficiency of
electricity use is necessary by 2050. Because loss of electricity during transmission and distribution
(T&D) is ignored in the estimation, we have to consider T&D loss. As a result, almost the same target
of energy saving is derived as in Vision 2050 [12] from slightly different preconditions.
Figure 6. 2050 target of electricity-saving technology.
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Finally, uncertainty is considered (Figure 7). If the ratio of electricity generated with non-fossil fuel
is 60%, the target value of energy saving increases to 90%. Also, modernization in developing
countries, namely social and economic precondition 2, affects the target area. In any event, the
estimation result shows that a challenging target is necessary for both the demand-side energy saving
and the non-fossil fuel electricity generation.
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In addition to the issue of climate change mitigation, some important sustainability issues are
studied, such as mineral resource supply, chemical hazard and biodiversity, as themes for future
research. We believe that doing such future research and sharing the results will be useful, because we
can attain a relatively realistic grasp of the future situation when developing ideas for eco-themes.
4.2. Eco-Value Evaluation of R&D Themes
We assume that the difference of environmental performance could be converted to a monetary
value through competition. Since it is difficult to estimate product prices derived from the target
technology in the R&D process, we focus on environmental performance. A basic concept is not
complete LCA [28] but benchmarking using adequate metrics, such as a streamlining approach [30],
indicator for material saving TMR [31], indicator for toxicity TPI [33] and evaluation of ICT solutions
[29]. At the Corporate R&D Center of Toshiba Corporation, R&D activities cover a wide spectrum
from nanotechnology to ICT, and from basic to applied research. Thus, the evaluation methodology
has to cover these various fields.
4.2.1. Checklist Evaluation
Based on [27], a checklist for all R&D themes has been revised that includes not only direct effects
but also indirect effects. The evaluation items are shown in Table 1. A responsible researcher
evaluates his own research theme compared with competitors' technologies.
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Table 1. Examples of evaluation items of the checklist for all R&D themes.
Evaluation
category

Evaluation item
a) Energy consumption
manufacturing

1. Energy saving
and low
carbonization

Check mark based on comparing with competitor's technology
in

Increase
Confirm
Intuition
Reason:
Increase
Confirm
Intuition

b) Energy consumption in use

c) Indirect reduction of energy
consumption

Reason:
Negative effect
Confirm
Intuition
Reason:
Increase
Confirm
Intuition

a) The amount of resource use

b) The amount of rare mineral
use
2. Resource
saving
c) Indirect reduction of resource
use

Reason:
Increase
Confirm
Intuition

Negative effect
Confirm
Intuition
Reason:
Shorten
Confirm
Intuition

d) Product life

Reason:
Difficult
Confirm
Intuition

a) Reuse or recycle
3. Resource
circulation
b) Promotion of reuse or recycle

Reason:
Negative effect
Confirm
Intuition

Same

Decrease
Intuition
Confirm

Unknown

No
correspondence

Same

Decrease
Intuition
Confirm

Unknown

No
correspondence

Same

Positive effect
Intuition
Confirm

Unknown

No
correspondence

Same

Decrease
Intuition
Confirm

Unknown

No
correspondence

Same

Decrease
Intuition
Confirm

Unknown

No
correspondence

Unknown

No
correspondence

Same

Reason:
Positive effect
Intuition
Confirm

Same

Lengthen
Intuition
Confirm

Unknown

No
correspondence

Same

Easy
Intuition
Confirm

Unknown

No
correspondence

Same

Positive effect
Intuition
Confirm

Unknown

No
correspondence

Reason:
a)
Materials
legislation

subject

Contain

to

4. Low harmful
material
b) Indirect reduction of harmful
materials use

Reason:
Negative effect
Confirm
Intuition

No
correspondence

Not contain

Same

Positive effect
Intuition
Confirm

Unknown

No
correspondence

Reason:

All R&D themes are categorized into four types by grouping rules based on the checklist result. The
four types are (a) eco-theme with quantitative evidence; (b) qualitative eco-theme; (c) gray theme; and
(d) non-eco-theme. The results of themes of type (d) are reflected in R&D management such as stage
gate judgment. Figure 8 shows time series data of a grouping result of R&D themes in different
research fields using the checklist method. Here, field I is fundamental or mature mechanical
technology, field II is ICT, field III is electronic devices, and field IV is advanced materials. It shows
that the configuration of field I changed little during three years. The ratio of type (b) theme is large,
because fundamental mechanical technology is not for specific purpose in many cases. In field II, type
(a) and (b) increase year by year, because the indirect eco-effects are recognized. However,
quantitative eco-value is unknown in many cases because quantifying eco-value of ICT is difficult in
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general. On the other hand, it is easy to quantify the eco-value in field IV. Here, the ratio of type
(a) eco-theme decreases in field III because the portfolio of R&D themes in field III has hardly
changed during three years. In this way, R&D managers can recognize the current status of the fields
for which they are responsible within the overall view.
Figure 8. A grouping result of R&D themes.
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By combining the category and stage gate information of R&D themes, portfolio analysis for
eco-technology is examined. Table 2 shows a frame of an expected relation matrix using the types and
stages of R&D themes. Actual information of eco-themes is plotted in the matrix. Based on
comparison between an expected matrix and a real one, the current status is confirmed. For example, if
there are many gray themes from an environmental aspect in developing and testing stages, then they
are to be confirmed by eco-value evaluation.
Table 2. An expected relation matrix of eco-themes.

R&D stage

Type a):
eco-theme with
quantitative
evidence

Type of R&D theme
Type b):
Type c):
qualitative
gray theme
eco-theme

Idea discovery & concept
development

High

Feasibility study
Development & testing

High
High

“High” means the ratio of eco-themes is relatively high at each stage.

Type d):
non ecotheme
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4.2.2. Quantitative Evaluation
For various fields, ICT has great potential to mitigate energy consumption by increasing process
efficiency [34]. However, it is difficult to quantify when the target process for application of the ICT
solution depends on thought processes. For ICT evaluation [29], process modeling is a key. Generally,
a problem-solving cycle consists of awareness of the problem, suggestion, development, evaluation,
and decision processes [36]. The information retrieval process on which we focus here typically
involves awareness of the problem and suggestion processes.
In this subsection, an example of the energy-saving-potential evaluation of retrieval technology
using eXtensible Markup Language Database (XML-DB) in the case of a patent retrieval system is
shown [37,38]. The operation process of patent retrieval is modeled in Figure 9. In this case, XML-DB
and relational DB (RDB) retrieval systems are compared. The former enable full text retrieval with
free keyword, but the latter only enable attribute retrieval with fixed keyword. Based on actual data log
and investigation of related divisions, expended time from inputting free or fixed keywords to
downloading data is set as one hour, and expended time for identification of related patents is one
minute per subject. Numbers of selected patents by XML-DB and RDB systems are estimated as 150 and
2,775, respectively.
A patent retrieval system with free keyword using XML-DB saves 93% of carbon dioxide (CO2)
compared with that with fixed keyword using RDB (Figure 10). In this case, indirect energy
consumption by office utilities, such as lighting and air conditioning, is much larger than direct energy
consumption by ICT equipment.
Figure 9. Process model of patent searching.
Understanding
objective of search

System boundary of evaluation

Input of keywords
Retrieval by system
Display of title list

No

Appropriate?

Download
Yes

Identification of
related patents
Print or display
Related patents
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Figure 10. Benchmarking result using CO2 emissions.

30,000
ICT equipment

CO
(g)
CO2
emission (g)
2 emissions

25,000

Utilities
of office
Human business

20,000
15,000
10,000

-93%
▲93%

23,406

5,000
0

590

▲97.5%
-97.5%

RDB

1,743
15
XML-DB

5. Discussion
5.1. Comparison with Reference Management Theories
We consider 3rd-generation R&D management [15] and operational procedures of an enterprise’s
EMS [26] to be important reference management theories comparable with RDMOET, given that
3rd-generation R&D management remains a theory widely applied in industry and EMS is the basis of
the environmental activities of enterprises. In general, the two management systems are independent of
each other. One major reason is that an EMS process is virtually routine work as a PDCA cycle,
whereas an R&D management process is agile because it is linked to changes in the business
environment. Therefore, it is difficult to integrate these two management processes. Another reason is
that the divisions responsible for the two management processes are different. For example, R&D
management is usually promoted by the research planning division, whereas EMS is usually promoted
by the environmental division.
In contrast, RDMOET can link 3rd-generation R&D management and EMS. The eco-value
evaluation process of RDMOET is regarded as periodic, virtually routine work (Figure 3), and this
evaluation process can be managed as a PDCA cycle of EMS. For instance, planning and execution of
R&D themes is done by the research division, the check process using eco-value evaluation is
promoted by eco-technology management, and action is taken by the R&D board. Furthermore,
processes (b) and (c) in Figure 2 are agile and synchronized with 3rd-generation R&D management.
As a result, the eco-theme portfolio and roadmap reflecting the eco-value evaluation results are always
shared by the R&D board, and eco-technology is recognized in R&D management. However, decisionmaking cannot be executed systematically when a conflict arises between long-term and short-term
requirements. In such a case, the enterprise’s philosophy or policy is reflected in the decision.
In 3rd-generation R&D management, the focus is on actualized market needs because R&D is
tightly linked to a business plan, whereas consideration of potential needs is weak. The EMS
procedure also cannot treat potential environmental needs, only actualized environmental issues. In
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contrast, process (a) in Figure 2 plays an important role in the discovery of potential needs for
eco-innovation as a basis of RDMOET.
5.2. Advantages, Disadvantages, Lessons and Limitations of the Proposed Framework
In this sub-section, the advantages, the disadvantages, the lessons and the limitations of the
proposed framework are summarized.
There are three advantages. The 1st advantage is that it provides a systematic way to bridge
between long-term environmental sustainability and medium- or short-term research work plans. Since
the proposed framework is familiar to those who have experience of 3rd-generation R&D management
and EMS, it is easy to put it into practice.
The 2nd advantage is that the RDMOET framework realizes data-driven management of
eco-technology through accumulation of eco-value evaluation results. Eco-value of research themes
can be categorized into patterns in research fields. These eco-value patterns help overcome the valley
of death that must be traversed in the transition from R&D to the market by viewing a research theme
from a different perspective, such as in terms of electricity saving or less material use. This is an
organizational learning effect at the management level.
The 3rd advantage is the change in the mindset of individual researchers brought about by their
evaluation of their own research themes, with technical support. We have observed the increase of
environmental awareness in both R&D management and among researchers brought about by the
proposed approach. In other words, we recognize that the eco-value evaluation promotes
organizational learning that contributes to evolution of the R&D process. However, it is difficult to
quantify the effect of the organizational learning. That is a subject for future work.
The disadvantage of the framework is there is a risk of losing the diversity of original ideas if
operation of the framework is excessively strictly. For instance, even though a negative result is
derived from an eco-value evaluation, care must be exercised so as not to reduce researchers’
motivation. With regard to application and operation of the framework, one must proceed with care.
An important lesson from our practice is that abolishing research themes should be avoided to ensure
sufficient diversity of research themes if possible. Rather, focusing on monitoring and correcting the
direction of research themes with potential eco-value drives change of a research organization toward
more active eco-innovation.
Our framework has three limitations. The 1st limitation is that it is not general but specifically
designed for the Corporate R&D Center of Toshiba Corporation. Therefore, the methodology
presented here should be modified if it is applied to other research institutes. For example, the
proposed RDMOET framework has to be modified for an open innovation environment such as the
4th-generation R&D management framework. R&D management is also highly dependent on
know-how and organizational culture. Although their explicit representation is important for
improving the proposed framework by making it more generally applicable, it is inherently difficult to
share practice examples and organizational cultures.
The 2nd limitation is that the proposed framework cannot be executed without managerial vision
and strong leadership to promote RDMOET. For instance, the CEO’s commitment is a powerful factor
and Environmental Vision 2050 is shared throughout Toshiba Group [39], providing a managerial
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foundation for promoting RDMOET. Additionally, RDMOET is promoted throughout the Corporate
R&D Center of Toshiba Corporation by a department established for that purpose. The department is
the linchpin of RDMOET operation and its existence attests to a powerful commitment.
The 3rd limitation concerns future research and eco-value evaluation. Future research methodology
involves many quantitative/qualitative, normative/exploratory models and methods [6]. Since a single
research organization cannot conduct future research covering all fields, a methodology is required in
order to compare or integrate various future scenarios [40,41]. For evaluation of new technology, it has
been pointed out that eco-efficiency at the micro level is not necessarily consistent with sustainability
at the macro level [42]. Therefore, it is important to pay attention to the estimation of the macro effect
of the target eco-technology. For instance, the rebound effect, which is one of the side effects of new
technology, has recently become a focus of interest [43], and we have developed an indirect rebound
effect estimation method [44]. It is necessary to systematize the relationship between evaluations at the
micro and macro levels theoretically.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a framework of RDMOET consisting of four simultaneous and flexible
processes, namely, (1) future research for sustainability; (2) making an original eco-theme portfolio
and roadmap; (3) gap analysis and implementation of new eco-themes; (4) eco-value evaluation of
R&D themes. Unlike in conventional R&D management, the future research for sustainability and the
eco-value evaluation are key processes of RDMOET. Although both processes have a scientific basis,
the eco-value evaluation needs a more organizational approach. The usefulness of the proposed
framework is proved through practice at the Corporate R&D Center of Toshiba Corporation during
four years. Subjects for future work are as follows:
• Modify to ensure conformance to the 4th-generation of R&D management, which emphasizes
open innovation;
• Quantify the organizational learning effect by RDMOET;
• Develop an integrated future scenario methodology and eco-value evaluation bridging between
the micro-level and the macro-level.
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